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ABSTRACT: In this review, we provide a synopsis

of work on the epidemiologic evidence for prenatal

infection in the etiology of schizophrenia and autism. In

birth cohort studies conducted by our group and others,

in utero exposure to infectious agents, prospectively

obtained after biomarker assays of archived maternal

sera and by obstetric records was related to an increased

risk of schizophrenia. Thus far, it has been demon-

strated that prenatal exposure to influenza, increased

toxoplasma antibody, genital–reproductive infections,

rubella, and other pathogens are associated with schizo-

phrenia. Anomalies of the immune system, including

enhanced maternal cytokine levels, are also related to

schizophrenia. Some evidence also suggests that mater-

nal infection and immune dysfunction may be associated

with autism. Although replication is required, these find-

ings suggest that public health interventions targeting in-

fectious exposures have the potential for preventing cases

of schizophrenia and autism. Moreover, this work has

stimulated translational research on the neurobiological

and genetic determinants of these conditions. ' 2012
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INTRODUCTION

Schizophrenia and autism are complex neuropsychi-

atric disorders with both genetic and environmental

contributions. Although there is clear evidence for

genetic contributions for both disorders (Newschaffer

et al., 2002; Riley and Kendler, 2005), it has long

been known that in schizophrenia the concordance

rate in monozygotic twins is approximately 50–60%,

indicating that environmental factors likely play a

significant role in susceptibility to this disorder (Riley

and Kendler, 2005). Furthermore, evidence from a

recent twin study indicates that 55% of the variance

in liability for autism can be accounted for by shared

environmental factors, whereas 37% is explained by

genetic heritability (Hallmayer et al., 2011). Conse-

quently, the search for environmental determinants of

both disorders has taken on added importance.

Among such factors, infectious and immune distur-

bances during the prenatal period have emerged as

candidate risk factors for both disorders. We shall

first review the epidemiologic evidence for these risk

factors in schizophrenia and then turn our attention to

autism. Basic neuroscience studies of maternal infec-

tion and immune activation in relation to schizophre-

nia and autism have been well covered in previous

reviews (Patterson, 2007, 2009, 2011; Meyer et al.,

2009) and articles (Fatemi et al., 2002; Zuckerman

et al., 2003; Shi et al., 2009a).
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EVIDENCE FOR PRENATAL INFECTION
AND IMMUNE ABNORMALITIES IN
SCHIZOPHRENIA

Since the first studies suggesting that winter/spring

birth are associated with an increase in schizophrenia

risk, epidemiologic investigations have targeted spe-

cific infections as putative schizophrenia risk factors

(see review by Brown and Derkits, 2010). Although

several studies indicated associations between influ-

enza epidemics and schizophrenia among those who

were in utero during the second trimester of preg-

nancy, subsequent studies did not replicate these find-

ings. These discrepancies probably resulted from

methodologic limitations, including reliance on eco-

logic data (population-level data on influenza epidem-

ics) to define exposure. Nonetheless, these early clues

prompted further investigations of this question with

more refined approaches, namely birth cohort studies.

A birth cohort is a collection of offspring born dur-

ing a specific time period and place (Rothman and

Klein, 1998). Birth cohort studies offer numerous

methodologic advantages, including the fact that

exposures occurring during pregnancy can be pro-

spectively documented and the offspring can be fol-

lowed up for outcomes of interest, including schizo-

phrenia and autism. With regard to the studies to be

described, the use of biomarkers based on specimens

of maternal sera, amniotic fluid, or cord blood sam-

ples permit ascertainment of specific antibodies or

measures of immune function. We review seroepide-

miologic studies of infection and schizophrenia, fol-

lowed by discussion of other birth cohort studies that

have addressed this question.

Epidemiologic Studies of Prenatal
Infection

Our group has conducted a series of investigations,

using archived maternal serum biomarkers drawn

during pregnancy, on the relationship between several

prenatal infections and schizophrenia risk in the Child

Health and Development Study (CHDS) birth cohort

(Brown and Derkits, 2010). The subjects in this

cohort were born from 1959 to 1967 in Alameda

County, CA, and were followed up by databases and

structured research interviews at the Kaiser Perma-

nente Division of Research. Additional studies are

based on the Collaborative Perinatal Project (CPP;

Buka et al., 2001), which also used archived maternal

sera and a Danish cohort, which used filter paper

blood spots collected within the first week of life

(Mortensen et al., 2007).

These studies have identified several infectious

agents and immune biomarkers that are associated

with schizophrenia risk. In the CHDS birth cohort,

our group demonstrated that influenza exposure dur-

ing early to mid-pregnancy, based on maternal anti-

bodies, was related to a threefold increased risk of

schizophrenia among offspring (Brown et al., 2004a).

In this birth cohort, we also demonstrated that

increased IgG antibody to Toxoplasma gondii,
defined as an antibody titer >1:128, was related to a

greater than twofold increase in risk for schizophrenia

(Brown et al., 2005). In the Danish study mentioned

above, increased IgG antibody to T. gondii in infant

blood stored on filter paper was related to increased

schizophrenia risk (Mortensen et al., 2007), essen-

tially replicating our finding. In a study of maternal

cytokines documented in the archived sera from the

CHDS birth cohort, our group demonstrated a two-

fold increase in maternal levels of the chemokine

interleukin-8 in pregnancies of subjects who later

developed schizophrenia, compared with healthy con-

trols (Brown et al., 2004b). In the CPP cohort, mater-

nal levels of the cytokine tumor necrosis factor-alpha

(TNF-a) were increased for offspring diagnosed later

with schizophrenia (Buka et al., 2001). Two studies

derived from the CPP indicated that increased mater-

nal HSV-2 IgG antibody levels, and seropositivity to

this infection, were related to schizophrenia in off-

spring (Buka et al., 2001, 2008). Although these find-

ings were not replicated in the CHDS birth cohort

(Brown et al., 2006), a significant association was

observed in a Danish study using filter paper blood

(Mortensen et al., 2010). In a further study conducted

by our group, in the Rubella Birth Defects Evaluation

Project, a birth cohort, which was based on the

rubella pandemic of 1964, over 20% of subjects

whose mothers were clinically and serologically

documented with rubella during pregnancy were

diagnosed with schizophrenia and other schizophre-

nia spectrum disorders, suggesting a 10- to 15-fold

increase in risk (Brown et al., 2001). Furthermore, a

decline in IQ between childhood and adolescence

was present in a substantially greater proportion of

rubella-exposed cases compared with rubella-exposed

controls. In summary, several birth cohort studies that

have used maternal serum biomarkers of infection

have revealed associations between several infections

and schizophrenia. Limitations of most of these stud-

ies include the reliance on IgG antibody measures,

which do not necessarily reflect active infection but

rather an immune response to infection. However, in

the study on prenatal influenza and schizophrenia, a

validation study by our group demonstrated that IgG

antibody titers measured in our study corresponded
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well with influenza infection, as quantified by the

standard of seroconversion to influenza.

Other birth cohort studies of infection and schizo-

phrenia have capitalized on databases from obstetric

records. In the CHDS cohort, we demonstrated that

periconceptional exposure to maternal genital–repro-

ductive infections was related to a fivefold increase in

schizophrenia risk (Babulas et al., 2006). In addition,

second trimester exposure to maternal respiratory

infection conferred a twofold increased risk (Brown

et al., 2000). In the Copenhagen Perinatal Cohort, an

association was observed between first and second

trimester maternal bacterial infection and schizophre-

nia (Sørensen et al., 2009). In a study of women who

received treatment for urinary tract infections during

pregnancy in Helsinki, Finland, an interaction was

demonstrated between exposure to pyelonephritis and

a family history of schizophrenia (Clarke et al.,

2009). A significant limitation of these studies, in

contrast to serologic studies, is that they are depend-

ent on a clinical diagnosis of infection and may there-

fore be influenced by treatment seeking.

These findings have been further probed in clinical

studies of schizophrenia based on the CHDS birth

cohort. Our group demonstrated that prenatal infec-

tion was related to deficits in executive function and

larger size of the cavum septum pellucidum, a neuro-

morphologic marker of a disruption in formation of

this brain structure among patients with schizophre-

nia (Brown et al., 2009a, 2009b). Furthermore, mater-

nal genital–reproductive infections were associated

with verbal memory, neuromotor, and working mem-

ory deficits in schizophrenia cases (Brown et al.,

2011). These studies provide further support for a

neurodevelopmental impact of prenatal infection on

schizophrenia and suggest that these exposures may

account for at least some of the cognitive and neuroa-

natomic abnormalities observed in schizophrenia.

EVIDENCE FOR PRENATAL INFECTION
AND IMMUNE ABNORMALITIES IN
AUTISM

In contrast to schizophrenia, few studies have exam-

ined the relationship between prenatal infectious and

immune dysfunction in autism spectrum disorders

(ASDs), although the findings are clearly intriguing.

In a study based on the Danish Medical Birth Regis-

ter, maternal hospitalization for viral infection in the

first trimester was related to a nearly threefold

increased risk of ASD, and hospitalization for bacte-

rial infection in the second trimester were associated

with a significantly increased risk of the disorder

(Atladottir et al., 2010). As noted by the authors, that

study was limited by restriction to infections requir-

ing hospital admission, therefore excluding the ma-

jority of infections, which are either treated as outpa-

tients or are subclinical. A second limitation was lack

of control for multiple comparisons. Third, the expo-

sure categories included a broad group of infections

and it was therefore not possible to analyze specific

pathogens.

In a second study, from California, lower neonatal

IgG levels were associated with an increased risk of

ASD (Grether et al., 2010). In a third study, based on

the Early Markers for Autism (EMA) Study, 17 cyto-

kines were assayed in prospectively acquired maternal

serum specimens and analyzed in relation to later diag-

nosis of ASD (Goines et al., 2011). The authors found

that maternal mid-gestational levels of interleukin-4

(IL-4), interleukin-5 (IL-5), and interferon-gamma were

significantly increased in mothers having children with

ASD. This immune profile differed from individuals

diagnosed with developmental delays. The authors con-

cluded that this profile was consistent with an immune

response found in an allergic asthma phenotype.

In a fourth study, from the Danish Historic Birth

Cohort, increased levels of TNF-a and tumor necrosis

factor-beta in the amniotic fluid were associated with

an increased risk of ASD among offspring (Abdallah

et al., in press). Further analyses of subjects born af-

ter, but not before, 1993 revealed increases in IL-4

and IL-5 in amniotic fluid of ASD cases, possibly due

to improved diagnostic criteria in the later born sub-

sample. Generally, amniotic fluid is considered to

better reflect the fetal rather than the maternal cyto-

kine profile. A limitation of each of these studies,

however, is lack of control for multiple comparisons.

In summary, there is some evidence that maternal

infections and disruptions of certain cytokines are asso-

ciated with risk of ASD. Intriguingly, IL-4 and IL-5 in

the serum and amniotic fluid, respectively, were

increased in both the EMA study and in the Danish His-

toric Birth Cohort study. These findings warrant further

investigation, given the issue of multiple comparisons.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The epidemiologic studies reviewed above suggest

that at least a subset of both schizophrenia and autism

cases may have infectious and/or immunologic ori-

gins. Although it is too early to conclude that the

same infections contribute to risk of both disorders,

these findings may shed important light on the patho-

genic mechanisms involved in their etiology, as dis-

cussed by Patterson (2009). If replicated, these find-
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ings offer the potential for prevention through public

health measures, some of which already exist. Influ-

enza vaccination is a mainstay for the prevention of

this illness and improvements in hygiene and avoid-

ance of undercooked meat have been documented to

reduce the occurrence of T. gondii. Many genital–

reproductive infections can be treated by antibiotics

or prevented by barrier contraceptives. With regard to

increased cytokines, interventions will need to await

further data on the extent to which they are due to in-

fectious pathogens or other factors that affect pro- or

anti-inflammatory immune responses. The effect of

such interventions in human populations cannot be

underestimated. On the basis of the population preva-

lences and effect sizes for only three infections—

influenza, toxoplasma, and genital reproductive

microbes—we found that complete elimination of

these infections would prevent as many as 33% of

schizophrenia cases from the population (Brown and

Derkits, 2010). Although complete prevention of all

of these infections is not realistic, it argues that

greater attention to preventive efforts, including

measures discussed above, may diminish the risk of

schizophrenia significantly in the population.

These findings may also have implications for

genetic studies. Three large genome-wide association

studies of schizophrenia revealed that genetic variants

in the extended major histocompatibility complex

reached genome wide significance (Purcell et al.,

2009; Shi et al., 2009b; Stefansson et al., 2009), one

of the few replicated genetic findings. Interestingly,

these genes and the molecules they encode play im-

portant roles not only in immune function but also in

regulation of synaptic density, function, remodeling,

and plasticity (Boulanger, 2009; Glynn et al., 2011).

Consequently, the identification of infectious expo-

sures that increase susceptibility to schizophrenia and

autism, and that interact with genetic risk, may facili-

tate gene discovery.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

We suggest several directions for future research.

First, independent confirmation of these findings in

other birth cohorts will support the plausibility and

generalizability of the associations with schizophre-

nia and autism. Second, the examination of gene–

environment interactions may facilitate the identifica-

tion of both new genetic variants and infectious expo-

sures that are relevant to the etiopathogenesis of these

disorders. Third, further translational research is

essential to validate relevant phenotypes resulting

from maternal immune activation and infection and

in identifying causal mechanisms of these disorders.

In our view, these research aims can best be accom-

plished by interdisciplinary efforts between epidemi-

ologists, basic and clinical neuroscientists, and

geneticists. These approaches offer the hope of a sig-

nificantly improved understanding of the etiology and

pathogenesis of schizophrenia and autism, and ulti-

mately the prevention and treatment of these dis-

abling disorders.

The author acknowledges Jacky Chow for his technical

contributions.
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